
Live Music Entertainment a Concept Creation a Music Production a 
Event Organisation a Artist Management

BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT

 We work with the best to provide you with the best!
From music production to managing and setting-up music gatherings, 

we are a growing eco-friendly organization consisting of singers, musicians, artists 
as well as a whole bunch of other creative and beautiful minds, genuinely working hand-in-hand 

to better the lives of others by putting a smile on their faces and hearts, 
mainly through entertainment.

We are KABANN©

Zwenn Lekip Kabann

TRUSTWORTHY PRODUCTIVEAUTHENTIC MELODIOUS INNOVATIVE

NOU FER KONESENS!
// WHO ARE WE? //

KI NOU FER?
// WHAT DO WE DO? //

KI NOU ENVI FER!
// OUR PROJECT //

ELEVEN is a concept 
exclusively brought to you by KABANN. 

Launched in February of 2018, the ELEVEN was initially created to be a platform 
promoting the local music scene as well as for artists and music lovers 
to spend a musically authentic, privelged and intimate moment 
in unique locations and settings.

The togetherness and bond our people share is actually the essence 
which fuels each and every of our events.

Kifer ELEVEN?

From live music to a DJ, including an array of bars to promote both local food 
and beverages as well as an all-time lovely ambience, ELEVEN is a private, eco 
and family-friendly event which takes place every “11” of the month, 
hence the name. 

Our goal in setting this beautiful idea up was to give the chance to so many 
unrecognized talented artists, artisans and local businesses to be properly 
acknowledged for who they are and their contributions to the world of art. 
And that is what we achieve by giving them a platform and, therefore, an 
opportunity to do just that.
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Ena Nou Leker Ladan!
We consistently and continuously keep coming back every 11th of every month with a new concept 
for each of our events! 

It all comes from the heart. We do what we love every day and it consists of working hand in hand 
to put a smile wherever we can - call it our brand if you wish. As organizing such a gig every month 
can prove to be very demanding and the challenges we sometimes face seem impossible to overcome. 
But with the right people, mindset and attitude we have now happily reached the 3rd birthday edition of 
ELEVEN, which we are currently preparing, as we speak.

Ki Nou Sekre?
6 years of hardwork and building a consequent database of clients and relationships, this is how the 
ELEVEN became what it is today. Our clientèle is quite unique as it is mainly composed of a diversified 
array of people who mainly come to our events because they already know what to expect; a good 
time in the good company of each and every one. They know that if KABANN is behind an event or any 
concepts, the latter will prove to be a total and utter success from the beginning to the end.

However, what makes us extra special, is our team and the people we collaborate with. We make sure 
that each and every person who is on-board are passionates and, therefore, portrays the same energy 
and drive in each of our ELEVENs.

Our ELEVENs are, combined together, a journey of trust, relationships, devotion and happiness 
initially build from the heart for the people from people.

Ki Nou Nou Ena De Spesyal?
Everything is thoroughly taken care of in a very detailed manner as such that every time our guests 
come, they feel priviledged to be here. While working towards making people dream, we also make sure 
to keep our events eco-friendly as we deeply care about the environment and thus try to promote it 
during each of our ELEVENs. 

From the venue to the culinary experience we make sure that you go back home rejuvenated and happy. 
ELEVEN is our way of letting our creativity go wild and have fun all at the same time.

DEKOUVER ELEVEN
// DISCOVER ELEVEN //

CHEK NOU GALRI
// OUR GALLERY //

Ki Nou Kapav Fer Ensam?
Besides music, we love creating memories with our people: THE PEOPLE OF ELEVEN! Currently growing 
at a very fast pace, we have been very proud to have achieved so much in such a short time; 29 ELEVENs, 
counting a concert to celebrate “NOU 1 AN”!

We are now looking forward to collaborate with you as we want to expand our horizons locally but most 
importantly at an international level. A long-term partnership which would give us the opportunity 
to develop more projects, ideas, events and concepts as well as expand our monthly events, the ELEVENs, 
with our birthday being celebrated every 11th of March together with Mauritius’ Independence Day.

At KABANN©, we try our utmost best every day, to provide our customers, clients 
and collaborators with the ultimate service ever. We put you first! We stay true to ourselves 

and above all, we always favour a job well-done! We work hard to bring in something 
unique and very special which perhaps you won’t find anywhere else!

And that’s why we do think that you, as a sponsor and collaborator, 
could seriously become a potential piece of this large puzzle which is 

the Kabann family.  Be a part of it!

Lekip Kabann

KIFER NOU?
// WHY US? //

PROTEZ LENVIRONMA
Keeping it environment-friendly with our 
guaranteed new eco-cups in collaboration 
with artists around the island, and a clean-up 
before, during and after the event.

KOMINIKASYON
Consistent in our marketing plan, 
from videos to photos, we use every single 
one of our available means to advertise 
and communicate with our fan base about 
almost anything we are planning, therefore, 
creating the buzz - be the buzz!

FIDELITE NOU CLYAN
ELEVEN has grown to see its audience 
evolve, now mainly counting a diversified 
demographic and psychographic  ranging 
from millenials to baby boomers, being our 
recurrent customers.

ENN SERVIS CINK ZETWAL
We have always favoured quality over 
quantity! From the event in itself to the way 
we greet OUR people, we make sure that 
each and everyone feels at home.

NOUVO KLYAN
Make the best out of this event by 

reaching out to a new database of people, 
through the exposition of your products, 

services and brand which one of our stage 
could potential wear depending on your 

sponsorship package choice.

LOPORTINITE TRAVAY
Teamed up with artists, engineers, 
designers, artisans, photographers, 
videographers and so many more we want 
to make this event a reference, in the end.

ENN LEKSPERYENS INIK
An event turned into a magical experience 

we are looking forward to celebrate with 
you and our favorite ‘People of the Eleven’,

in a very unique setting.

DEKOUVER EK KONECTE
Meet new people, create connections, 

discover new places, taste the local 
delicacies and drink a fresh beverage during 

our ELEVENs as we promote and push 
forward the rich beauties of our island.

NOU BAN ARTIS
Every artists (or rising talents) are always

handpicked taking into account the theme, 
locations, ambiance, and other aspects 

which will make this event a one-of-its-kind.

NOU STAFF
As much as our artists are important, 

we would not be able to operate a succesful 
ELEVEN without our beloved staff, who 
always have their backstage-spotlight-

moments in every of our videos and photos. 

TOURIS
Grain access to an international clientèle, as 
in tourists, business people amongst others 
during our events, who could perhaps 
learn more about your brand, products and 
services and become an instant customer.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohQlbA7oI-I&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLicIsUEe-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw1LyGCGEks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxviQKcVLMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pncoi9LNwM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udWrr3LlIOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLGFRYKMaT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2p6ggBywj5c
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/692594131136303/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnDOk0Pz-9c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1j2K5oxP38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_F_KG2Gxj4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MOfYAfsIgQ
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/286640265583407/
https://youtu.be/hHZSilZ7Dnk
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/931319224011412
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/2614859045227696
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/2570707263143305
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/297681724843930
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/videos/287509962661540
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2diq8AzsUU
https://www.facebook.com/wearekabann/
http://www.kabann.mu
https://www.instagram.com/kabann_records/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3exON90bcT5fM-P5keMrxQ/feed
http://wearefreedom.studio

